Virtually Speaking

ADARA Networks - is it bigger than a breadbox?
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Summary: ADARA Networks appears to be doing its best to do just about everything for everyone,
everywhere, always. While an interesting concept, I have to wonder about a company trying to have
such a broad reach.
Every now and again, I’m approached by a company offering a product or a service that I can’t quite
get my arms around. This is one of the reasons that I use the Kusnetzky Group model as a tool to
determine what market(s) the company is addressing, who its competitors are and what market
opportunities it faces. The company is question this time is ADARA Networks.
ADARA networks has developed something it is calling a “Full Stack Network.” I asked Eric Johnson,
ADARA Networks CEO, to help me place what the company is doing into the categories in the model.
Here is his response:
Access virtualization—Allows access to any application from any device
ADARA is specifically designed as the premier platform for the interconnection of clients
to servers, applications and services. Because ADARA’s Constellation Full Stack Engine
contains every major appliance (load balancers, WAN accelerators, routers, switches, DNS
servers, etc.) acting in a constantly optimizing manner, every capability needed to
interconnect clients to services is contained on the platform and operated in a coordinated
manner. Access to any service from any device is both assured, secured, and optimized for
the method of access, for the client and the service.
Application virtualization—Enables applications to run on many different
operating systems and hardware platforms
ADARA is an x86 platform, with native support for ATOM, ARM and any general purpose
processing system, with MIPS and optimized x86 support. ADARA enables the network to
become an execution platform, so applications can be executed anywhere, virtual
computing via Virtual Machine migration, application migration, state migration and
application execution virtualization are all supported in conjunction with network and
client virtualization.
Processing virtualization—Makes one system seem like many, or many seem
like one
ADARA enables the data center (compute or execution environment ) as well as the
network to become an execution platform, so applications can be executed anywhere,
virtual computing via Virtual Machine migration, application migration, state migration
and application execution virtualization are all supported in conjunction with network and
client virtualization, and supports protocol transformation, virtual switching, virtual
routing and any and all levels of virtualization in processing or transport.

Network virtualization—Presents an artificial view of the network that differs
from the physical reality
ADARA natively supports all levels of network virtualization at the flow, path, interface,
route, domain Intra- and Inter-Domain levels, VLAN scaling 224, 236, (scaling from 4096
VLANs to nearly 17MM and 68 B VLANs later this year) and multiple administrative
domain and control plane abstraction via OpenFlow and non-OpenFlow enabled
infrastructure.
Storage virtualization—Allows many systems to share the same storage
devices, enables concealing the location of storage systems, and more
ADARA Object virtualization enables us to federate and virtualize all contents of all servers
and storage systems including federated data dictionaries used in WAN acceleration

Analysis
ADARA Networks appears to be doing its best to do just about everything for everyone, everywhere,
always. While an interesting concept, I have to wonder about a company trying to have such a broad
reach.
While the “do everything” products offer the advantage of being highly integrated, I can’t help but
wonder if each of the functions will live up to market expectations or to the capabilities of competitive
products.
I also wonder if customers will feel comfortable with a single company, a new one at that, controlling
so much of their software stack.
It is an interesting concept and I wish them well.
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